RESIDENTIAL TERMS & CONDITIONS
As a condition of doing business with Frankford Umbrellas, all persons
involved in the commercial purchase, sale, or resale of Frankford products
shall be bound by the following terms and conditions.
DISTRIBUTION

5YR WARRANTY
Frankford warrants the crank and auto tilt mechanisms in the MONTEREY for
a period of 5 years from the original date of purchase. This warranty includes
manufacturer defects of crank handles, crank axles, auto tilts, push button
tilts, and para-cord.

Frankford reserves the right to respond to geographic and individual market,
and competitive situations by applying different policies to its various Dealers.
Frankford also reserves the right to rescind or modify, in its sole and absolute
discretion, any existing or future sales program or policy, or credit terms
(if any) extended to a Dealer. In addition, Frankford may terminate any
authorized Dealer, for any reason or no reason, in its sole and absolute
discretion and without notice.

Frankford warrants the frame structure of the ECLIPSE®, AURORA, NOVA,
G-SERIES, GREENWICH, MONTEREY, CATALINA and, AVALON for a period of 5
years from the original date of purchase. This warranty includes manufacturer
defects to the notch, runner, center pole and skeleton structure. This warranty
does not include damages sustained to these umbrellas while in any degree of
tilt.

ERRORS

Frankford warrants all powder coat finishes on aluminum masts in ECLIPSE®,
AURORA, NOVA G-SERIES, GREENWICH, MONTEREY, CATALINA and LAUREL for
a period of 3 years from the original date of purchase. This warranty includes
chipping, peeling, flaking, bubbling, and fading of the powder coat finish on the
aluminum masts only.

There may be errors in the prices, descriptions or images of certain
merchandise in our catalog or sales material. Frankford reserves the right to
restrict orders of those items.

LIABILITY
In no event will Frankford be liable to the Dealer for any lost profits, lost
savings, or any consequential, incidental or special damages arising out of or
in connection with the parties’ relationship, even if Frankford has been put on
notice of the possibility of such damages. Without limitation to the foregoing,
under no circumstances will Frankford be liable to the Dealer for punitive
damages.
DISCLAIMER: Frankford reserves the right to alter or modify designs, product
styles, product specifications and discontinue frames and fabrics to the entire
range of manufactured and distributed products without prior notice.

3YR FINISH WARRANTY

1YR WARRANTY
Frankford warrants the frame structure of the, LAUREL, EMERALD COAST,
OAKWOOD BEACH CHAIR, SHADESTAR, LIFEGUARD, and BEACH CABANA
for a period of one (1) year from the original date of purchase. This warranty
includes manufacturer defects to the notch, runner, center pole and skeleton
structure. Frankford warrants all UMBRELLA BASES for a period of one (1)
year from the original date of purchase.
DISCLAIMER: This warranty covers manufacturing defects only. It does not
cover breakage due to contact with foreign objects, chipping of the finishes,
crumbling of concrete, or any damage associated with transporting the base.

WIND DAMAGE
Wind ratings do not form part of, nor fall under, any Frankford Umbrellas’
warranties. Wind ratings are intended as a guide to the relative strength of
the umbrellas only and tested at their optimal positions. Umbrellas with any
degree of tilt added should not follow any wind ratings on Pg. 55. Wind can be
extremely variable, depending on the surroundings, elevation, angle of gusts,
etc. In any high wind or sudden extreme weather conditions, all umbrellas
should be closed and secured immediately regardless of size, weight or base
weight and never be left unattended in the open position. This will reduce the
risk of damage to your umbrella, furniture, and property.
Frankford Umbrellas’ 2021-22 MSPR and CATALOG contains minimum
recommendations for necessary weight; but this can vary, depending on
conditions.

10YR WARRANTY
Frankford offers 9 oz. marine grade solution dyed acrylic fabric from several
mills, including Sunbrella®, Outdura, and Recasens®. All marine grade acrylic
fabrics we use carry a warranty of 10 years from the original date of purchase.
All upholstery grade fabrics we use carry a warranty of 5 years from the original
date of purchase.
The warranty protects against the loss of characteristics, rot, mildew, and
colorfastness typical in normal atmospheric conditions. The product must be
properly installed, maintained, and under normal use and environment.

3YR PARTS REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
In the event of damage that is not warrantable occurs to an umbrella from
the MONTEREY collection, Frankford offers a free fiberglass rib replacement
program for 3 years from the original date of purchase. Shipping charges are
not included in this program.

GALVANIZED G-PLATE BASE DISCLAIMER
Galvanized steel will show unavoidable imperfections due to the finishing
process and therefore must be accepted in the condition in which they are
received.

RUST DISCLAIMER
Rust is a natural part of the aging process for all steel and iron-based materials,
therefore it is not considered a defect and is not covered under any Frankford
Umbrellas’ warranties. Steel bases and mounts are designed to require
minimum maintenance and should be kept clean and well maintained.

SEASIDE AND INDOOR/OUTDOOR POOL USE
Seaside and indoor/outdoor pool use, salt & chlorides can accumulate on the
powder coat finishes and on raw material finishes such as Matte Silver (MS
Umbrella specific), and Polished Silver Anodized (SR), leading to premature
finish failure.

This warranty does not cover damage caused by contact with foreign objects,
abuse, negligence, vandalism, burns of any kind, improper cleaning techniques,
normal wear, perforations, weather soiling, environmental pollution stains,
natural disasters, or acts of nature. Damage caused by the storage method or
location used by clients is not covered.

Failure or neglect to make needed cleanings on powder coat finishes may
cause paint to blister, flake, bubble, and such failure will void limited warranty.

DISCLAIMER: When opening and closing the umbrella, the user must be sure all
fabric is pulled away from the ribs to prevent unnecessary rubbing of the fabric
against the frame or hardware. This could result in premature wearing or holes
in the fabric. Damage of this nature is not covered under warranty.

GENERAL DISCLAIMER

To ensure our product’s longevity, we recommend closing your umbrella and
securing it with a tie band in high winds. In addition, be sure the fabric is pulled
away from the ribs as outlined above. High winds will cause the umbrella fabric
to rub together, causing friction, which can result in premature thinning of the
fabric, discoloration, and possible pin holes over extended use. We strongly
suggest the use of a protective cover or safely storing the umbrella until the
winds and harsh weather subside. Damage of this nature is not covered under
warranty.
The warranty, if applicable, does not cover labor, frames, systems, and
installation supplied by the dealer or reseller. Replacement fabric canopy is
covered for the time remaining in the original warranty and does not activate a
new 10-year, or 5-year warranty.
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Failure to maintain umbrella and base finishes may cause aluminum and metals
to pit, oxidize or corrode. Such failure will void all warranties.

Frankford Umbrellas’ warranties do not cover damage to any umbrellas or
umbrella bases related to extreme weather, abuse, misuse, or any damage that
occurs as a result of contact with the ground or any other foreign object due to
sudden and severe weather events or other extreme acts of nature.
Frankford Umbrellas’ warranties are only applicable to products that are
properly secured to Frankford bases or anchoring systems equal to or greater
than recommended by Frankford. Failure to properly secure Frankford
umbrellas to Frankford bases equal to or greater than recommended will void
all warranties.
If warrant-able damage occurs, Frankford will refinish, replace or repair any
item in this category at its own discretion.

COMMERCIAL TERMS & CONDITIONS
As a condition of doing business with Frankford Umbrellas, all persons
involved in the commercial purchase, sale, or resale of Frankford products
shall be bound by the following terms and conditions.
DISTRIBUTION
Frankford reserves the right to respond to geographic and individual market,
and competitive situations by applying different policies to its carious Dealers.
Frankford also reserves the right to rescind or modify, in its sole and absolute
discretion, any existing or future sales program or policy, or credit terms
(if any) extended to a Dealer. In addition. Frankford may terminate any
authorized Dealer, for any reason or no reason, in its sole and absolute
discretion and without notice.

ERRORS
There may be errors in the prices, descriptions or images of certain
merchandise in out catalog or sales material. Frankford reserves the right to
restrict orders of those items.

LIABILITY
In no event will Frankford be liable to the Dealer for any lost profits, lost
savings, or any consequential, incidental or special damages arising out of or
in connection with the parties’ relationship, even if Frankford has been put on
notice of the possibility of such damages. Without limitation to the foregoing,
under no circumstances will Frankford be liable to the Dealer for punitive
damages.
DISCLAIMER: Frankford reserves the right to alter or modify designs, product
styles, product specifications and discontinue frames and fabrics to the entire
range of manufactured and distributed products without prior notice.

WIND DAMAGE
Wind ratings do not form part of, nor fall under, any Frankford Umbrellas’
warranties. Wind ratings are intended as a guide to the relative strength of
the umbrellas only and tested at their optimal positions. Umbrellas with any
degree of tilt added should not follow any wind ratings on Pg. 55. Wind can be
extremely variable, depending on the surroundings, elevation, angle of gusts,
etc. In any high wind or sudden extreme weather conditions, all umbrellas
should be closed and secured immediately regardless of size, weight or base
weight and never be left unattended in the open position. This will reduce the
risk of damage to your umbrella, furniture, and property.
Frankford Umbrellas’ 2021-22 MSPR and CATALOG contains minimum
recommendations for necessary weight; but this can vary, depending on
conditions.

7YR WARRANTY
Frankford offers 9 oz. marine grade solution dyed acrylic fabric from several
mills, including Sunbrella®, Outdura, and Recasens®. All marine grade acrylic
fabrics we use carry a warranty of 7 years from the original date of purchase.
All upholstery grade fabrics we use carry a warranty of 5 years from the
original date of purchase.
The warranty protects against the loss of characteristics, rot, mildew, and
colorfastness typical in normal atmospheric conditions. The product must be
properly installed, maintained, and under normal use and environment.
This warranty does not cover damage caused by contact with foreign
objects, abuse, negligence, vandalism, burns of any kind, improper cleaning
techniques, normal wear, perforations, weather soiling, environmental
pollution stains, natural disasters, or acts of nature. Damage caused by the
storage method or location used by clients is not covered.
DISCLAIMER: When opening and closing the umbrella, the user must be sure
all fabric is pulled away from the ribs to prevent unnecessary rubbing of the
fabric against the frame or hardware. This could result in premature wearing or
holes in the fabric. Damage of this nature is not covered under warranty.
To ensure our product’s longevity, we recommend closing your umbrella and
securing it with a tie band in high winds. In addition, be sure the fabric is pulled
away from the ribs as outlined above. High winds will cause the umbrella fabric
to rub together, causing friction, which can result in premature thinning of the
fabric, discoloration, and possible pin holes over extended use. We strongly
suggest the use of a protective cover or safely storing the umbrella until the
winds and harsh weather subside. Damage of this nature is not covered under
warranty.

3YR WARRANTY
Frankford warrants the frame structure of the ECLIPSE®, AURORA, NOVA,
G-SERIES, GREENWICH and MONTEREY for a period of 3 years from the original
date of purchase. This warranty includes manufacturer defects to the notch,
runner, center pole and skeleton structure.
This warranty does not include damage sustained to these umbrellas while in
any degree of tilt.

3YR FINISH WARRANTY
Frankford warrants all powder coat finishes on aluminum masts in ECLIPSE®,
AURORA, NOVA G-SERIES, GREENWICH, MONTEREY, CATALINA and LAUREL for
a period of 3 years from the original date of purchase. This warranty includes
chipping, peeling, flaking, bubbling, and fading of the powder coat finish on the
aluminum masts only.

2YR FRAME WARRANTY
Frankford warrants the crank and auto tilt mechanism in the MONTEREY
and CATALINA for a period of 2 years from the original date of purchase. This
warranty includes manufacturer defects of crank handles, crank axles, auto
tilts, push button tilts, and para-cord.

1YR WARRANTY
Frankford warrants the frame structure of the, LAUREL, EMERALD COAST,
OAKWOOD BEACH CHAIR, SHADESTAR, LIFEGUARD, and BEACH CABANA
for a period of one (1) year from the original date of purchase. This warranty
includes manufacturer defects to the notch, runner, center pole and skeleton
structure. Frankford warrants all UMBRELLA BASES for a period of one (1)
year from the original date of purchase.
DISCLAIMER: This warranty covers manufacturing defects only. It does not
cover breakage due to contact with foreign objects, chipping of the finishes,
crumbling of concrete, or any damage associated with transporting the base.

GALVANIZED G-PLATE BASE DISCLAIMER
Galvanized steel will show unavoidable imperfections due to the finishing
process and therefore must be accepted in the condition in which they are

RUST DISCLAIMER
Rust is a natural part of the aging process for all steel and iron-based materials,
therefore it is not considered a defect and is not covered under any Frankford
Umbrellas’ warranties. Steel bases and mounts are designed to require
minimum maintenance and should be kept clean and well maintained.

SEASIDE AND INDOOR/OUTDOOR POOL USE
Seaside and indoor/outdoor pool use, salt & chlorides can accumulate on the
powder coat finishes and on raw material finishes such as Matte Silver (MS
Umbrella specific), and Polished Silver Anodized (SR), leading to premature
finish failure.
Failure or neglect to make needed cleanings on powder coat finishes may
cause paint to blister, flake, bubble, and such failure will void limited warranty.
Failure to maintain umbrella and base finishes may cause aluminum and metals
to pit, oxidize or corrode. Such failure will void all warranties.

GENERAL DISCLAIMER
Frankford Umbrellas’ warranties do not cover damage to any umbrellas or
umbrella bases related to extreme weather, abuse, misuse, or any damage that
occurs as a result of contact with the ground or any other foreign object due to
sudden and severe weather events or other extreme acts of nature.
Frankford Umbrellas’ warranties are only applicable to products that are
properly secured to Frankford bases or anchoring systems equal to or greater
than recommended by Frankford. Failure to properly secure Frankford
umbrellas to Frankford bases equal to or greater than recommended will void
all warranties.
If warrantable damage occurs, Frankford will refinish, replace or repair any item
in this category at its own discretion.

The warranty, if applicable, does not cover labor, frames, systems, and
installation supplied by the dealer or reseller. Replacement fabric canopy is
covered for the time remaining in the original warranty and does not activate a
new 7-year, or 5-year warranty.
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SHIPPING & RETURNS
GROUND & FREIGHT DELIVERIES

SHORTAGES

Frankford would like to ensure the highest level of service. All of our products
are made to order and shipped directly from us to you. Because of this,
shipping times often vary depending on what product is ordered, what fabric
is used (Grades A or A+, B, C, D, E, F), the quantity ordered, and the time of year
the order is placed.

It is the Dealer’s/Customer’s responsibility to inspect all merchandise and to
file a claim with the carrier in the event of product shortage. Make a notation
on the Bill of Lading as to the number of cartons short. Frankford must also
be notified within 24 hours of any shortages. File the claim with the delivery
carrier immediately. No claim for shortages, damaged items, or errors will
be honored unless it is made in writing on the Bill of Lading immediately
upon receipt of shipment. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this
agreement, failure to make a claim on the Bill of Lading will constitute a
waiver of any right to a refund or credit.

All small package and small quantity orders will be shipped using parcel
companies (USPS, UPS, FedEx or other) unless otherwise specified. Some
of our larger items and larger quantity shipments must be shipped with an
LTL trucking company. Additional charges may be incurred for the following
services: Lift Gate Service, Residential Delivery, Call Before Delivery, Express
Delivery, Weekend/Holiday Delivery, Guaranteed Delivery, Redelivery, or
Change of Address.
Frankford will not be responsible for any express shipping costs or order
cancellations unless we have guaranteed a specific delivery date in writing.
No verbal guarantees will be honored. Customer is responsible for additional
charges added at the time of delivery (inside delivery, life gate, address
change, etc.)
PLEASE NOTE: Freight quotes are only valid for 14 days.

ORDER SCHEDULING

GRADE A RETURNS
All requests for returns of stock merchandise must be made within 7 days
of receipt of merchandise. Returns will not be accepted without a written
Return Authorization (RA#) from the factory. It is the Dealer’s/Customer’s
responsibility to follow routing instructions. Please fax/email a request for an
RA#. Your request must include the following information:
•
•
•
•
•

Company name, contact name and number
The Frankford Umbrellas invoice and/or acknowledgment
The item no., number of units to be returned and carton total
The reason for the return
Which carrier will be returning the items and the date of the shipment.

Deliveries may be disrupted by natural disasters, and other factors beyond
our control. In these cases Frankford shall not be liable for any damages
caused by a failure to deliver or delays in delivery.

Any stock item that is returned for credit is subject to a 25% restocking fee
(and must be properly packaged and in resalable condition), plus inbound and
outbound freight charges.

Orders may be delayed due to lack of information on order form. Information
includes, but is not limited to, shipping address, company/contact name,
phone number, shipping method/instructions, item number/description.
Frankford will not be responsible for charges incurred due to lack of
information provided. For shipping quotes/inquiries, email a customer service
representative.

PLEASE NOTE: ECLIPSE®, AURORA, NOVA, G-SERIES, and GREENWICH are
considered custom orders. Returns will not be accepted.

CANCELLATIONS
No cancellations, changes, additions, or holds will be accepted on any order for
which materials have been ordered or produced.
Cancellations and/or changes of product or shipping dates on EARLY BUY
orders must be received in writing within 15 days of the order date.
Cancellations and/or changes of product or shipping dates on ALL OTHER
orders must be received in writing within one business day of the order date.

VISIBLE DAMAGE
It’s Dealer’s/Customer’s responsibility to check the merchandise for visible
damage and file a claim with the carrier if the shipment was made using the
dealer’s carrier account. Request a claim form from the delivering carrier
and file your claim immediately. If the shipment was made using Frankford’s
carrier and account, it is the Dealer’s/Customer’s responsibility to check
the merchandise and notify Frankford Umbrellas within 24 hours of delivery,
so that a claim can be filed. In either situation, make a notation on the Bill of
Lading as to the nature and extent of the damage, take photos, check carton
count and obtain a signature from the carriers’ agent.
Failure to provide this information may result in the carrier refusing to honor
the claim and Frankford will not, under this circumstance, be liable for damage
sustained in transit.

CONCEALED DAMAGE
If damage is discovered when unpacking the merchandise, immediately mark
the damaged area and submit a written request for the carrier to inspect.
Do not remove the merchandise from the original carton until the carrier
inspection is complete. If the merchandise was shipped using Frankford’s
carrier and account, it is the Dealer’s/Customer’s responsibility to notify
Frankford immediately and to provide all proper documentation so that a claim
can be filed.
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GRADE A+/F RETURNS
Umbrellas made with Grade A+ through F fabrics and/or have printing are not
subject to a refund or credit. These items are manufactured or printed to the
Dealer’s/Customer’s specifications, and as such may not be returned. No
cancellations, changes, additions, or holds will be accepted on any order for
which materials have been ordered or produced.
PLEASE NOTE: ECLIPSE®, AURORA, NOVA, G-SERIES, and GREENWICH are
considered custom orders. Returns will not be accepted.

CARE & MAINTENANCE
FABRIC CARE

VINYL CARE

Recacril® 9 oz. Marine Grade Acrylic Fabric is treated with the Infinity Process.
A highly technological finish, providing Recacril® with long-lasting protection
against mold and mildew, excellent water and oil repellency, and protection
from the sun. However, the accumulation of dust, pollution particles, foreign
organic materials, and general dirt can damage this protection, shortening the
life of the Recacril®.

The most effective method for maintaining Frankford’s heavy gauge vinyl is to
clean the vinyl once a month with water using a low-pressure hose to prevent
the accumulation of dust, pollution particles, foreign organic materials, and
general dirt stains. For more embedded stains, brush the loose dirt away with
a soft brush, rinse the vinyl material with a low-pressure hose and use a vinyl
cleaner, sponge and lukewarm water to scrub away stubborn stains.

To preserve the look of your umbrella they should be removed. The most
effective method for maintaining Recacril® is to clean the canvas once a month
with water using a low-pressure hose. It is very important that after cleaning
with water, the canvas be allowed to completely dry before rolling or storing
your umbrella. If for any reason you have to roll and/or store a wet umbrella, it
must be unrolled and opened as soon as possible to dry. In times of continuous
rain, it is advisable to keep the umbrella rolled and stored.

Do not use dish detergent. This will dry out the vinyl and expedite the aging
process of the vinyl material.

If periodic washing with water is done, in most environments, you should only
need to do a more thorough cleaning every 2-3 years.

FABRIC CRAZING/MARBLING
Crazing is an inherent characteristic of all solution-dyed acrylic fabrics and is
caused by folding or creasing of the fabric during production or installation.
•

Crazing lines appear as white lines on dark colored fabrics when frontlit, and dark lines on light colored fabrics when back-lit. The primary
contributor to crazing are the resins added in the final stages of
manufacturing. These resins add stiffness, so the fabric lies flat during
sewing, which is critical for the manufacturing process.
These resins can be viewed as an industrial fabric starch with a
specific end purpose. Crazing DOES NOT affect the performance or
characteristics of Recasens®, Sunbrella®, Outdura® or other acrylic
fabrics. The fabric remains water repellent as well as stain and mildew
resistant, and the lines will diminish over time with exposure to the
elements.

GENERAL BASE CARE
Do not let dirt build up on the bases. Bases should be cleaned with mild
soap and water. Seasonal touch-up of any scratches, chips, occasional rust
seepage from crevices or hidden or unfinished surfaces inherent in some
designs is all that is required. Never leave bases standing in water. To keep
your bases looking their best, you may wish to store them when not in use for
an extended period of time.
DISCLAIMER: Finishes will vary slightly depending on the final process and raw
materials on which it is applied.

STEEL BASE/MOUNTS PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
DISCLAIMER: Ferrous metals are naturally in the air and can adhere and etch
into any surface. These small particles can rust on the surface giving an
unsightly look. To combat this, periodically hose powder coated steel bases,
steel umbrella stems and steel mounts with warm fresh water and a mild
detergent. This should be a part of a weekly routine to ensure the longevity of
all steel products.
POWDER COATED STEEL STEM AND BASE
•

CASUAL CARE & CLEANING
•

Brush off dust and dirt with a soft brush. NEVER brush with stiff brushes
since this can damage the fabric finish.

•

Spray the umbrella with clean water. If a hose is used, avoid high
pressure.

•

Prepare a solution of solvent-free soap in warm water (no more than
100°F) and apply it to the fabric and stitching.

•

Scrub with a soft brush, allowing the solution to penetrate the fabric.

•

Rinse with water to remove all traces of soap.

•

Let air dry and do not close the umbrella until the canvas is completely
dry.

PRO TIP: Before setting up your base, rinse with clean fresh water, towel dry
or air dry, and apply WD-40 SPECIALIST LONG TERM CORROSION INHIBITOR to
the entirety of the base. Repeat this twice a year to ensure the longevity of
you base.
VISUAL RUST
•

If you notice rust stains, rinse the steel product with warm water and a
mild detergent to determine it’s origin. Once the damaged area has been
discovered, scrub off the visible rust using warm water, white vinegar
and a stainless steel wire brush (steel wire brushes will leave further iron
deposits on the surface).

•

Once rust (orange oxidation) is visibly gone, apply a thin coat of
RUST-OLEUM® STOPS RUST® RUST INHIBITOR SPRAY to the affected area.
Then apply the closest matching RUST-OLEUM® paint available at your
local hardware store.

•

Rusty water stains may appear from rusting ferrous metal deposits on
the surface, not the actual product. The most common place this would
occur is from the umbrella stem/threads. Remove the stem, clean with
warm fresh water, white vinegar and a soft sponge or brush.

•

Dry off with a towel, and then apply WD-40 SPECIALIST LONG TERM
CORROSION INHIBITOR to the threads of the umbrella stem and female
receiving cup of the stem.

INTENSIVE & CLEANING
Recacril® is highly resistant to the growth of fungus, mold, and mildew.
However, these can grow on embedded dirt. To clean these stains, follow these
more intensive cleaning procedures.
•

Brush off dust and dirt with a soft brush. NEVER brush with stiff brushes
as this can damage the fabric finish.

•

Prepare a solution with 10% household bleach, 20% solvent-free neutral
detergent (Free & Clear detergents) and 70% water.

•

Apply the solution to the fabric, allowing to remain between 15 and 20
minutes maximum.

•

Rinse with clean water several times. Any bleach residues remaining
on the canvas, combined with the sun, could damage the fabric and
stitching.

•

Let air dry and do not close the umbrella until the canvas is completely
dry.

Upon receiving your powder coated steel base, and/or mount, apply
a rust inhibitor to the inside of the steel stem. The stems are powder
coated steel, however, the inside of the stem lacks total coverage,
exposing the raw steel and accelerating natural deterioration.
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MAP POLICY
MAP (Minimum Advertised Price) must be adhered to when advertising via traditional
media, all online advertising, online comparison price shopping, and landing pages.
Frankford reserves the right to adjust pricing at any time due to tariff implementation, raw
material cost increases and/or any other unforeseen market changes.
The following product lines may not be advertised less than 15% below the Frankford
MSRP as set forth in this price index: MONTEREY, LAUREL, CATALINA, and all
UMBRELLA BASES & MOUNTS.
The following product lines may not be advertised below the Frankford MSRP as set forth
in this price index: ECLIPSE®, AURORA, NOVA, G-SERIES, and GREENWICH.
As in any MAP program, the intent is to uphold the integrity of Frankford products and
protect the investments made by Frankford Umbrellas and its dealers and retail partners.
Violating MAP requirements only serves to devalue the brand in the eyes of the consumer.
These MAP requirements apply to any dealer or e-commerce partner advertising
Frankford products via traditional media including, but not limited to, newspaper, mailers,
inserts, circulars, magazines, catalogs, television, radio and social media. In addition, MAP
requirements apply to any dealers selling or advertising Frankford products online and/or
having a checkout/cart system.
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